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Focus Practice 4: Acknowledging Me 
What is the purpose of a Focus Practice? 
The intention of a Focus Practice is to develop the “mini-muscles” needed to live in the New Way (NW) 
of the Relaxed Caravan Traveler. 
 

Which muscles will this practice develop? 
In this practice, you’ll continue to strengthen muscles learned in previous practices.  This next practice 
leverages those muscles and will build the muscle of helping the whole of you register what you are 
doing for you.  It has been designed in support of developmental objective #1: to be more able to show 
up for the caravan ride. 
 

What will you do each day? 
Determine what is one thing you will do on behalf of you.  Ideas are limited only to your imagination and 
should focus on creating health.  Ideas include: 

• Sleep: sleeping in, getting 7-8 hours of sleep 

• Movement: going to a yoga class, taking a walk in nature 

• Nourishment: making yourself a delicious salad or meal, eating a crisp apple, making a smoothie 

• Renewal: doing a short heart meditation, taking a nap 
 
In your practice, you will decide on what you will do and schedule it into the next day’s agenda.  Be sure 
to include what you will do, when you will do it, how long you will do it for and where it will happen.  
Remember it doesn’t have to be long, it’s more important that it happen so keep it small and realistic.  
 
The next day, after having done it, you will record it on a paper calendar.  If you don’t have one check 
out the resources section for one you can customize, as it’s important that you do this act physically, 
and not just on a phone or device.   
 
When you record it, by colouring in the box, or marking it with a smiley face, notice in your body how 
this act feels.  Take a moment to connect with your head, heart, belly and feet each separately and say 
as you do: “I am taking healthy action on behalf of me.” 
 
If you notice the voice that says this act isn’t enough, or wasn’t going to make the difference, or any 
other offer of judgement, simply notice it with compassion and allow it to just be.  Then return to your 
mantra: I am taking healthy action on behalf of me.  

 

Daily Journal Questions 
After this practice or at the end of the day, take some time to reflect on your practice. Respond to the 
following questions in your physical or online coaching journal as the way to strengthen and integrate 
these new muscles.  
 

1. What happened in the body of the Relaxed Caravan Traveller when she took a moment to recite her 
mantra and acknowledge what she did on behalf of herself? 

2. How did scheduling in time to be on the Caravan Ride support you with taking action on behalf of 
yourself?  
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Weekly Integration Questions 
At the end of each week, please sit down and scan over your previous week’s writing and answer the 
following questions: 
 

1. What is becoming possible for you as take time to connect with yourself?   
2. What insights are you gaining into the beliefs or values the Big-Hearted Juggler holds about 

scheduling and taking action on behalf of her own needs?  What is driving these beliefs? 
 

Come prepared to make the most of your Group Coaching Call! 
What are your key insights about The Way of the Big-Hearted Juggler?  What are you feeling curious 
about as you begin to develop in the New Way of the Relaxed Caravan Traveler?  These are some of the 
questions we’ll explore in our next call together. 


